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This paper is concerned with the starlikeness of certain normalized functions, 
analytic in the open unit disk, defined by integral representations. Results due 
to Caplinger and Singh are extended. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let I+ be the set of positive integers and E be the open unit disk in the complex 
plane. Let S denote the class of functionsf, analytic and univalent in E, and 
normalized byf(0) = 0 and f’(0) = 1. Al so, let K and S* denote, respectively, 
the subclasses of S of convex and starlike functions. These classes of functions 
have been studied extensively in the literature and their definitions may be 
found in [lo]. In addition, let P denote the class of functionsp analytic and having 
positive real part in E and normalized by p(O) = 1. 
In this paper Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are concerned with the univalence and 
starlikeness of functions defined by integral representations of the form 
where (Y, c Al+ and 6, y  > 0. All powers denote principal determinations. 
Theorem 4.2 gives the sharp radius of starlikeness of the class of functions f 
defined by 
whereFES*,g, hEK, y>o, andpEP. 
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The authors have learned from a personal communication that Miller et al. [8] 
have recently and independently obtained a generalization of Theorem 3.1. 
2. Two PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
LEMMA 2.1. If p E P, then 
I PWI G & ReWN 
and 
Rebel Z & , 
wherelz( =r,foraZZzEE. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose N and D are functions analytic in E, N(0) = D(0) = 0, 
and D is n-valently starlike in E for some n E I+. Then if Re{N’(z)/D’(z)} > 0 for 
all z E E, it follows that Re{N(z)/D(z)} > 0 for all z E E. 
A proof of Lemma 2.1 may be found in [4]. Lemma 2.2 is due to Sakaguchi 
[ll]. An interesting generalization of Sakaguchi’s lemma was obtained by 
Merkes and Wright [9]. 
3. FUNCTIONS DEFINED BY (1.1) 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose f E S*, g E K, 01, c E I+, S, y > 0, and 26 + y < 
min(2q 2~). Then the function F de&d by 
belongs to S*. 
Proof. Logarithmic differentiation yields 
In order to show that 
Re(zF’(x)/F(z)> > 0, z E E, (3.1) 
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holds, we intend to use Lemma 2. 2. In order to use that lemma, we must show 
that D(z) is multivalently starlike and that Re.[W(z),‘D’(z)} > 0 holds in E. 
First, if we let 
G(z) = zD’(z) = ,“’ ( __ 
then we obtain 
But it is known that if g E K, then Re{zg’(z)/g(z)} > & in E [7], and we know 
that f~ S* and that 26 + y  < 2c, so that Re(zG’(z)/G(z)} > 0 holds for all 
z E E. Moreover, it follows from the mean value theorem for harmonic functions 
that 
I 
277 ( reifG’(rezf) ( dt = 2~ 
Re 1 G(reit) \ 
zG’(z) 
____ 
1 
0 G(z) ! z=. = ‘=” 
z = yeit. 
Hence G(z) is c-valently starlike. Further, a simple calculation shows that 
Re \ G’(z) ( 
I D’(z) \ 
>r-s-+0, .ZEE 
holds. Hence we may apply Lemma 2.2 to conclude that D(z)/G(z) and G(z)/D(z) 
each has a positive real part in E. But G(z) = zD’(z), so that Re{zD’(z)/D(z)} > 0 
holds in E. Hence D(z) is starlike. But 
I 
2TI ( rei’D’(reif) i dt = 2 
Re 1 D(reif) i 
j zD’(z) ) 
7T tD(z)j z=” = 2ncp 
2 = yeif, 
0 
so that D(z) is c-valently starlike in E. Another calculation shows that 
Re{N’(z)/D’(z)) > 0 for all x E E. Hence we can apply Lemma 2.2 to obtain our 
result that F(z) = z + ... satisfies (3.1). 
Remark. If  OL = c = 1, the function F in Theorem 3.1 reduces to an integral 
considered by Causey in [3]. 
The following theorem considers the converse of Theorem 3.1 when g(t) = t, 
that is if FE S*, what can be said about if? This theorem extends work of 
Singh [12]. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose F E S*, 01, c E I+, c 3 01,s - 01 > 0, andf is defined by 
(3.2) 
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Then f  mups {z: ( x 1 < rO(m, c)> one-to-one onto a starlike domain, where 
Yo(ol, c) 3 
(a + 1) + ((a + ;)2 + c2 - 2oic)1’2 .
Wken d == c, the value of rO(ff, c) is tke largest possible for al/F E S*. 
Proof. Logarithmic differentiation yields 
Since FE S*, zF’(z)/F(z) = p( z ) f or some p E P. Clearing of fractions yields 
By differentiating and rearranging the resultant terms, we obtain 
(cj zf ‘(4 
j-h (y)“dt + 6 _ 
- = UP(Z) + LYp’(z) o 
f(z) Zc-l f(z> 8 
a. 
( J x 
By taking the real part of both sides and using the hypothesis that 6 - 01 > 0 
we obtain 
SRe($$-) > 0~ ReW)) + a Re 
By Lemma 2.1 it follows that 
SRe(e) 
From (3.2) we obtain 
c-a F'(4 =y+yq, 
409/64/z-15 
(3.3) 
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and using Lemma 2.1 and the fact that F E S* gives us 
Hence it follows that 
JoZ te-1 (y)* & 
-- 
zc-l(“‘“‘)” 
x 
G (c - a) : (k) 
,I + Y.  
holds. This last inequality and (3.3) imply 
Re fml amRep 11 - 2 [ 
1 f(4 1 (c - a) + a((; - r)j(l + Yjy 1 I . 
Hence Re{.zf’(,z)/f(a)} 2 0 at least for those Y that satisfy the inequality 
(2ar - c) 12 - 2(a +- 1) Y + c > 0. 
This quadratic inequality is satisfied for 
Y < Yo(n, c) c 
C 
(a + 1) ((a + 1)’ + cz - 2olc)ll’. 
Thus f maps{z: 1 z I < I.&CX, c)} one-to-one onto a starlike domain. 
To show that ~~(a, c) is largest possible for all F E S* when a! = 6, set F(z) = 
z/(1 + a)*. Some computation shows 
4 ‘(4 c - 2(” + 1) .a + (2cu - z) 22 -= 
fW [c + (c - 2a) z] (1 + a) ’ 
(3.4) 
The numerator of the right-hand side of (3.4) is zero when z = ~~(01, c) and this 
implies that ~,(a, c) is largest possible for all FE S* by the maximum principle. 
4. OTHER FUNCTIONS DEFINED BY INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS 
Theorem 4.1 generalizes a theorem of Singh [ 121 and Theorem 4.2 generalizes 
a result of Caplinger [l]. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose f, g E K, 01, c E I+, 1 + cx > c, and F is defined by 
F(z)” = T f’g(t)c-if(t). dt. 
‘0 
Then F also belongs to S*. 
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Proof. Taking the logarithmic derivative gives us 
azF’(z) 
zg(z)c-1 f (z>* - c JZg(t)c-l f (t)* at 
0 -L-= 
F(4 
I 
zg(t)C-lf(t)a dt 
0 
I f  we set G(z) = zD’(z) = zg(z>“-1 f (x)“, then 
Now f, g cs K, so that Re{zg’(z)/g(z)} > 4 and Re{zf ‘(x)/f(z)} > 4 for all z E E, 
so that 
Re/ZG’(d{>l+C+n>O 
l G(z) I 2 
holds in E. Also, if z = rt@, 0 < r < 1, then 
Therefore G is (c + or)-valently starlike. Also, another simple calculation yields 
Re ( G’(z) I~ 
l D’(z) 1 
>l+c’i-a>O 
2 ’ 
for all z E E. Hence we can apply Lemma 2.2 to conclude that Re(D(z)/G(z)) > 0 
and Re{G(z)/D(z)} > 0, z E E. Hence Re{zD’(z)/D(z)) > 0, z E E, and 
holds so that D(z) is (a + c)-valently starlike in E. 
A calculation shows 
holds since 1 + 01 > c. Again we can apply Lemma 2.2 to get Re(N(z)/D(z)} > 0, 
z E E. We conclude that FE S*. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose FE S*, g, h E K, p E P, and f is defined by 
FM = ; I’f (t) (#Yp(t) dt, Y > 0. 
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Then f maps(z: 1 z ; < ro(y)j one-to-one onto a starlike domain zchere 
VU(Y) = 
2y +- 5 - (4y” + 2oy -t 17y ‘2 
4 
The result is sharp. 
Proof. Since F E S*, there exists W(Z) analytic in E and satisfying 1 w(z)1 < 1 
there such that zF’(.z)/F(z) = (1 - zc(z)/(l + ZO(Z)). I f  we use this identity 
after a logarithmic differentiation of both sides of (4.1), we obtain first 
and subsequently 
ZfW 1 - 2zzu(x) - zW(z) u”h’(z) %%) ZP’(4 --= __- 
fed 1 + zzO(a) + ’ h(x) qi--’ PC4 (4.2) 
Since g, h E K, both ag’(.a)/g(z) an z z .a I z are subordinate to l/( 1 + a), so d I’( )/I( ) 
that 
for all z E E. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that if p E P, we have 
I zp’(z) I 2121 -- PM G 1- )2]2’ 
Using (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5) in (4.2) gives us 
Re Zf'W 
I I fC-4 
- 
- aRe I1 2zw(z) z2w’(z) + -cYI - -‘r 2121 - 1 
1 +ZW(z) 1 x I 1 .a 1 1 - / z 1”) 
= Re I 
1 - 2.x0(z) - a%+) 
1 ZW(X) + I 
2b 1) + 12 I 
1-1x1” . 
The expression in (4.6) is positive if and only if 
RW + 2(1 z I2 - (y + 1) I z I - 1) .zw(~) + (I z I1 - 1) z%u’(.z) 
- qr + 1) I z I - 1.x I’] [l + .aw(z)]: > 0. 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
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This is equivalent to 
Re{(l - 1 u” 1’) zW(z) [l + XW(Z)] 
< 1 + [I 2 I2 - 4(Y + 1) I z I - l] 1 xw(z)I - 2(y + 1) j z 1 - I z /* 
i- 2[1 2 I2 - (y + 1) I z I - l] I z j* I W(z)]a. (4.7) 
It is also well known [lo] that 
, wyz)I < 1 - I zL’c41* 
’ l-1212 ’ 
so that 
Re((1 - 1 z I*) z*zu’(z) [l + ZW(~)] < Re{l 2 I* (1 - ] u I’) (1 + 1 s 1)) (4.8) 
holds in E. If we let I z ] = r and ( w(a)] = N in the right-hand sides of (4.7) 
and (4.8), then (4.7) holds at least when the right-hand side of (4.8) is less than 
the right-hand side of (4.7), that is, u-hen 
{-2r4 + (2~ + 1) r3 + r”} x2 + (-r3 + (4~ + 1) r2 + rf x 
+ r3 + 2r2 + 2(y + 1) r < 1. 
(4.9) 
If we denote the left-hand side of (4.9) by Q(r, s, r), then 
;Qh x> 14 = 2t-2~~ + (2~ + 1) y3 + Y”} x + f-r3 + 4(y + I> Y* + Y>. 
But 
&Q(Y, x, y) = 4r3x + 4r2 > 0 
for Y > 0 and x > 0, so (a/&x) Q(Y, X, r) is an increasing function of y. Therefore 
if (a/&) Q(r, X, 0) is positive, (a/&) Q( r, X, r) will be positive for all y > 0. But 
r, x, 0) = 2(-2r4 + P) x + (-v3 + 2rZ + r) + 2r2 + 2v3x 
> -2r*x + 2r* = 2Y”(l - x) > 0. 
Therefore, for y > 0, Q(Y, X, y) is increasing in N on [0, I] and hence assumes 
its maximum for x = 1. Therefore, (4.9) will be satisfied for all x in [0, l] if 
Q(Y, l,l/) < 1. That is if 
--a4 + 2(r + 1) y3 + (4Y + 7) Y2 + (2y + 3) Y - 1 
= (1 + ?I2 [--2y2 + (2y + 5) Y - l] < 0, 
which holds for 
This shows that f maps(a: / z / < r,(y)} one-to-one onto a starlike domain. 
The result can be shown to be sharp bp letting F(z) := z;‘( 1 + z)“, g(z) = 
z/(1 - z), h(z) = z/(1 + z), p(z) = (1 f  z):( I - z), and z = r. This com- 
pletes the proof. 
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